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The purpose of this document is to bring the SIPRI report of

1968 (referred to as SIPRI 1968) up-to-date as faras is possible. There has

already been one up-date of SIPRI 1S68 which was circulated in February 1970,

That report was brief and fairly technical. This one will be addressed to

a somewhat wider audience and attempts to cover the ground of SIPRI

1968 in the light of three more years' experience . Technical terms have

been defined in Chapter 1 of SIPRI 1968. This document has been read by

all members of the Study Group of 1968 but has not been the subject of

discussion amongst them.

David Davies.
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1. Outline

We follow a somewhat different order in this report from that in

SIPRI 1968. We shall first discuss the nature of the seismic source,

both earthquake and explosion, in an attempt to identify those features

of sources which lead to discrimination capabilities. We then go on to

consider the propagation of seismic waves from source to receiver. Next

we discuss seismic receivers at present in use - single seismometers and

arrays - and their noise environment. This leads into a discussion of

discrimination techniques and their evaluation on the basis of what

information we have at the present. We then look at network approaches

to discrimination. We shall briefly consider obstacles to discrimination

which seem to need serious attention and then will conclude with a

summary of what appear to be salient points . The section on the nature

of earthquakes and explosions (section 2) has been the most difficult

to write and may well be the most difficult to read. It may be omitted

at a first reading without disturbing the general discussion too much.

Several cautions are necessary in interpreting this report.

1) It is only possible to make statements about discrimination

between earthquakes and explosions at a limited number of locations.

That i s , although we have a very large population of earthquakes (several

thousand a year) which we believe to be a representative sample of the

seismic background against which we must discriminate, we cannot say

for sure that there will never exist an earthquake of a substantial size

which will not look like an explosion under seismic observation. On the

other hand the population of explosions is small and the great majority of

them have been fired at two test s i tes . There is thus a redundancy of

data from these two regions and a scarcity of data from other places.

Something of the order of 10 other locations have been the site of

underground nuclear explosions at one time or another and it has been a

general experience that discrimination has worked for these events too.

However, it is not therefore obvious that explosions in any region of the

earth could be discriminated to the levels which we shall quote for known

explosions . Two things might impair our ability - non-uniform network

capability and unusual geophysical properties in the vicinity of the

test site.
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2) The second caution is closely related to the first - the nature

of earthquakes is strongly regionally dependent. Thus it may be possible

to say (as we shall see later) that in the Western U .S . there are still

distinctions between explosions and earthquakes at body wave magnitude

4 , but this must only be regarded as a statement about Western U.S.

earthquakes . In other regions the separation may be better or worse .

The importance of research into the source mechanisms of

explosions and earthquakes is clearly indicated by these two cautions.

We can only produce observationally based results on discrimination

from a limited number of regions - what we have to aim to do is find what

scientific principles are likely to be easily extended to apply to other

regions.

3) There is no known means at present of discriminating between

nuclear and chemical explosions, or between weapons tests and explosions

for peaceful uses .

4) This report cannot give an adequate coverage to the problems

of evasion and counter-evasion, simply because there is relatively little

published material on the subject.

5) Considerable confusion has frequently existed over the

terminology of seismic monitoring. We adopt here the following con-

-ventions (which do not differ from those of SIPRI 1968).

An event is generally said to have been detected when signal from

it is seen on at least at three seismic stations.

A positive identifier is a technique which can take all available

events with a magnitude (either body or surface wave) greater than a

certain figure, called the discrimination threshold, and place them in one

of two categories, earthquake or explosion.

A positive identifier may work to a very low threshold if we make

no restrictions on where our monitoring instruments are placed. Deployed

capability describes how a positive identifier works in the global context.

This means that we must limit ourselves to actual instruments installed

at the present (or projected in the near future) and must take account of

the noise background present at every station.

14.
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Thus SIPRI 1968 showed a discrimination threshold using the

M :m, positive identifier of 43/4 (body wave magnitude), but deployed
S O

capability only allowed discrimination to be performed in a global sense

down to m, 51/4 . It is the purpose of this report to reconsider these

figures and attempt a new evaluation.

A diagnostic aid is somewhat more difficult to define . It is a

technique which is capable of making a statistical assessment of the

probability that an event is an earthquake or explosion. The best example

is "complexity" as considered in SIPRI 1968 and discussed later in this

report. If it is possible to state that an event with a complexity of a

certain value is less complex than 90% of all earthquakes and 50% of

all explosions then a diagnostic aid has been used in assigning a probable

classification.

2. The nature of earthquakes and explosions

An explosion appears to the seismologist to be the sudden

application of a large pressure on the walls of a sphere of radius r ,

the elastic radius . The elastic radius varies as the cube root of the yield.

The pressure on the walls is the largest pressure at which rocks behave

elastically.

An earthquake appears as a catastrophic release of strain energy

when the two opposite sides of a fault move rapidly relative to one another.

What exactly happens at the source of an earthquake is still in many

aspects little understood.

The seismological differences between explosions and earthquakes are

many, but not all of them are observable at large distances or are applicable

to every explosion and earthquake. The M :m, discriminant has been

consistently the most successful and we shall therefore discuss the theoret-

ical and observational basis for it in some detail.

The discriminant considers the relative excitation of body waves

at 1 second period and surface waves at longer periods such as 20 seconds.

If the excitation of 1 second body waves by an explosion and earthquake is

the same, the 20 second surface waves (known as Rayleigh waves) are up to

ten times larger for the earthquake than for the explosion. How much of the

difference in excitation is due to the spectral content of the source and how

much is due to the nature of the mechanism and its relative coupling into P
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and Rayleigh waves (i . e . the difference between a totally compressive

source and one with a more complicated radiation pattern and the generation

of shear energy) ? In other words, to what extent does the discriminant

depend on the fact that we are using two different wave types o s opposed

to two different periods?

Theoretical calculations up to the present do not seem to have

produced the required differences in excitation on the assumption that

it is the wave type that differentiates earthquakes from explosions. A

very recent paper by Douglas, Hudson and Blarney (1971) computes

seismograms for various sources and shows that for many orientations

o1 the fault plane earthquakes do generate smaller P-waves than

explosions for the same Rayleigh wave amplitude . However this is an

effect of having a nodal plane in the far-field radiation pattern for

P-waves, and is likely to be strongly dependent on region and station

distribution whereas the M :m, discriminant is not.
s b

So we investigate factors which affect the spectra of seismic

sources.

It seems that the parameters which can lead to differences in

spectral excitation are depth of focus, dimensions of fault surface, and

time history of the displacement at individual points on the fault. It is

unlikely that any one of these is completely dominant in its spectral

effect, but we should consider their separate effects.

.Depth_pf_ focus.

Since many earthquakes are nearly as shallow as explosions it is

unlikely that the depth of focus contributes in a major way to spectral

variations found in the M •m, discriminant. However depth of focus can
s b

strongly affect the spectral excitation within the commonly observed

periods of Rayleigh waves . Tsai and Aki (1970), among others, have

recently demonstrated this depth effect. To summarize their analysis, a

surface event will produce a similar Rayleigh wave spectrum for

explosions and earthquakes, but there is for certain earthquake mechanisms

a clear null in the spectrum for earthquakes as shallow as 3 or 4 kilometers

within a (large) range of azimuths. The addition of degrees of freedom to the

system in going from an explosion to an earthquake source requires

azimuthal variation in the signal and there is hope that azimuthal variation
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in signal character of surface waves may prove to be of assistance in

discrimination, although much work is needed in this direction yet. There

seems little doubt that for large earthquakes at a depth greater than a few

kilometers, the Rayleigh-wave spectrum of an explosion and an earthquake

at just one station might be sufficient to discriminate in most cases, but the

power of this technique is still not yet tried at all on relatively small

events where the signal-to-noise ratio is poor.

Jize_of the fault.

We shall define this in a loose way as the length or width of the

fault over which fracture occurs. Rupture is generally believed to

propagate with a velocity less than the shear velocity over a fault, and thus

elastic radiation is emitted as P-waves for a time which should be a

measure of the fault's maximum length. In practice it is uncertain

how P-wave radiation occurs - clearly when a fault nucleates P-waves are

emitted, and probably also when the fault encounters an immovable

obstacle, but the exact nature of the radiation in the interval between must

depend on the nature of the contact acress the fault.

Does the duration of fault propagation seriously affect the M :m.

discriminant or spectral character at short or long periods ? It obviously

must to a certain extent - it is possible to see earthquakes which radiate

P-waves for 1 sec and others which radiate for 100 sees, both having

comparable body-wave magnitudes. The scatter in source dimensions by

whatever means measured is very large. The larger fault event usually has

a higher surface wave magnitude, but the difference can be surprisingly

small. Again, an event with a duration of one second might be expected to

look like an explosion on the M :m. discriminant, but there are many
s b

examples where this is demonstrably not the case, so it is clear that a small

fault of dimensions approaching that of an explosion does not necessarily

look like an explosion when the surface wave excitation is considered. I do

not think that this is as yet a well-understood problem,

Each point on the fault of an earthquake or the elastic radius of an

explosion undergoes a strain change during the event. It has been

customary to model earthquakes as a finite strain Jump represented by a step

function H(t). For explosions there is some doubt. A step function with an
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impulse superimposed on it may be a reasonable model, but the relative

sizes of the two are not clear. Recently some effort has been directed at

this question by both looking at the long period P-waves from explosions and

earthquakes and the spectrum of Rayleigh waves of explosions.

A large explosion generates a striking long period P-wave consisting

of a very rapid one cycle of signal with a characteristic period of about 3

seconds. Recent papers by Molnar (1971) and Wyss et_al (1971) illustrate

this. The remarkable thing about these records is the complete difference

between explosions and earthquakes of the same body w&ve magnitude; long

period P has a much greater apparent period for earthquakes. If the source

time function were an impulse for an explosion but a step function for an

earthquake this would be the expected far-field behaviour. We can also

consider the spectral content of long-period Rayleigh waves. This

generally bears information about the source depth and focal mechanism as

well as the source time function, but if we look at shallow explosions only,

we can restrict ourselves to study of the source time function. In a paper

by Filson (1970) the spectra of 8 explosions of a wide variety of yields is

given, corrected for path effects . The conclusion that can be drawn from

this plot is that a broad pulse at source can represent all the spectra if

scaling of the pulse width with yield is applied .

It is thus tentatively suggested that it is the source time function

which contributes in a major way to discrimination - that a step is

appropriate for ea>-thquakes (or even more complicated behaviour) whereas

a simple impulse may be a more correct description of the explosion. The

frequency content of the two (differentiated to represent the far-field signal)

is sufficiently different to account for the clear separation between the two

types when examined at periods 4 1/2 octaves apart. This finding is still

open to a lot of argument and is bound to be controversial in that a step in

pressure seems the more natural model of an explosion. A similar

conclusion is reported by Pasechnik (1970) - that "the principal factor

determining the periods from an explosion apparently is the shorter period

of time during which the forces are acting at the source" .

J_he _Rayieigh_-̂ wave _sp_e£trum_

As indicated above the Rayleigh wave spectrum for explosions

declines steadily with increasing period, at least out to periods of 50

18.
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seconds. This is a widely observed phenomenon and a consensus of

opinion seems to be that the amplitude of observed 40 second Rayleigh

waves is at least a factor of 3 and sometimes a factor of 10 smällar than

the amplitude at 20 seconds. The spectrum for earthquakes is strongly

dependent on the event in question. It is impossible to generalise, but

an impression gained by looking at several hundred such spectra is that

the mean amplitude at 40 seconds of this population is somewhat less

than the amplitude at 20 seconds but the scatter is large. Any further

généralisation is hardly possible.

3 . The Propagation Path

Perhaps the most important developments in seismology related

to the propagation of body and surface waves have been connected with

the question of homogeneity and heterogeneity within the Earth. The

development of good measures for spectral excitation depends on being

able to use well based calibration factors for amplitude as a function of

distance and being able to rely on the Earth to transmit a signal undistorted

by local structures.

Some idea of the problems of scatter involved can be obtained by

noting the variation in signal amplitude of body waves across the large

aperture seismic array lASh. There is frequently a variation of a factor

of two in the amplitude and on extreme occasions a factor of 5 has been

observed . Thus the local structure (presumably) under the array or for

that matter under any seismic station introduces amplitude scatter.

Regional variations , such as between two tectonic provinces, introduce

similar variations and then finally small perturbations in the deep mantle

may render the conventional B (Û) curve of Gutenberg inappropriate in

certain distance ranges.

The problems of scatter do not end with random perturbations in the

signal amplitude at different stations . If the test site sits on top of a

region in the Upper Mantle of low Q, body waves from explosions will

suffer attenuation to which 20 second surface waves are not subjected.

Thus there will be a different M :M. relationship for explosions in such

regions in comparison with explosions in high Q tectonically stable regions .

In general, earthquakes occur in tectonic regions where a low Q upper

19 .

standard methods has declined. Heterogeneity in the upper mantle, whether
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mantle is common and thus similar absorption applies to earthquake body

waves. The discriminant is effective when earthquake and explosion are

both in the same tectonic province (Western U.S. explosions and

earthquakes show this), thus the discriminant is clearly not dependent on

some such chance that explosions are fired in high O regions, earthquakes

occur in low Q regions . Nevertheless there is one caution which we should

be aware of. An explosion fired in a low Q region (say an earthquake belt)

should not be compared with an earthquake occuring in a relatively aseismic

area . For under these circumstances there is the maximum possible

distortion of the body wave magnitude between the two events in the

direction of making an earthquake and an explosion look similar on the

M :m, diagram. The remedy for discriminating such events is obvious -

mixed populations of events in and out of tectonic belts must be treated

with great care.

There still remain perturbations in the P-wave signal amplitude

which are very difficult to allow for. It has been clearly demonstrated

that in certain regions of the Upper Mantle, generally but not sntirely

present-day island arcs, the underthrust lithosphère introduces a major

velocity inhomogeneity of narrow extent. This structure has profound

effects on body wave amplitudes because of the shadowing and focussing

that it introduces. In one intensively studied example (Longshot in the

Aleutian arc) body wave magnitude estimates in individual stations range

over 2 units and this phenomenon can be mainly attributed to amplitude

perturbations by Upper Mantle structure near source.

The question that exists in my mind is what reliability can be

placed on a body wave magnitude estimate if that magnitude be below

4 .0 and there are amplitude variations of this sort. For in determining

a magnitude, account is only taken of stations thatçio report an amplitude

and there will be a positive bias at the low magnitude end.

Estimation of the surface-wave magnitude or of spectral

characteristics of surface waves should be less prone to disturbance by

heterogeneity except at continent/ocean margins. At these boundaries

a substantial amount of energy can be lost, depending largely on the

angle of incidence. It is difficult to assign a general figure to this loss .

In addition slight variations from region to region within a contine.Ot.wiU

20.



s .
result in surface waves being focussed, defocussed or scattered.

The effect of the radiation pattern for earthquakes on surface

and body waves can add an additional severe variation to magnitude

determination. It is difficult to see that at low magnitudes where few

stations are reporting any more can be done than take a mean value.

The magnitude scatter for earthquakes and explosions has been demonstrated

to be at least one magnitude unit both in M and m. under favourable
s b

conditions (e.g. Liebermann, 1971).

4 . The Receiver

New instrumentation is reported from a wide variety of locations.

Short period developments have been limited to the development and

improvement of arrays . The short period constituent of NORSAR(132

vertical seismometers) is now fully operational and routine analysis of short

period data is being performed at the NORSAR Data Center in a similar

fashion to the analysis of LASA data in Washington. Time and amplitude

anomalies seem to be as large if not larger for NORSAR than for LASA. A

triangular array at Högfors , Sweden is also fully operational and producing

a bulletin. The striking thing about data from both these arrays is the

energy content at high frequency. Often the dominant frequency (particularly

for explosions) is up at 2-3 cycles per second, and the possibility of using

short period spectral discriminants in Scandinavia with a power equal to the
M :m, discriminant can not be ruled out.s b

Long-period instrumentation has seen major advances. The tendency

has been towards broader band recordings and two instruments have received

wide attention. The Pomeroy seismometer is a conventional design

instrument with a broader response, peaked at 40 seconds, and rigid

environmental control permitting a magnification of several tens of

thousands as opposed to the few thousand normally the limit for long-period

instruments . At the present the only complete evaluation is for the Ogdens-

-burg, New Jersey site,and the detection threshold for surface waves is
around M 2 .9 at 30°, 3.4 at 60° and 3.8 at 90° .s

In order to see surface waves from an underground explosion at

90 it has been estimated that the body wave magnitude has to be at least

4 .7. These figures are, of course, subject to modification when the

instruments are in global operating environment. In particular the

?A .
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possibility that the M :m, relationship in different parts of the world is
S O

affected by variation in Q and hence m, makes it desirable to restrict

the description of capabilities to surface wave magnitude thresholds only.

Pomeroy instruments are installed at: Charters Towers, Australia;

Chiengmai, Thailand; Toledo, Spain (still under construction); Eilat,

Israel and Fairbanks , Alaska. An instrument without the total environmental

control is operating at Alert, Canada .

Another new instrument is the Block seismometer, a quartz fibre

gravi meter with a broadband response between 1 Hs and D.C. This output

of the instrument in the period range from 20 - 100 seconds can bo used as

a seismometer. Tests between the Pomeroy and Block seismometers reveal

that both produce essentially the same signal and hence are limited by

ground noise rather than instrument noise . Statistics for the Block

instrument (which has been running in La Jolla, California) are still being

gathered, but it is clear that the two devices will give comparable

detection thresholds and thus the choice of site is the main controlling

factor for both of them . A number of ocean bottom seismometers arc in

development or operation, although not generally for long enough periods

to give operational capabilities.

Noise_

Both the Pomeroy and Block instruments are capable of taking

advantage of a micimum in earth noise at a period of 30 to 40 seconds

for which there is some evidence now. It appears tc be a contrast with

the earth noise maximum at about 18 seconds which is mostly propagating

signal,though the extent of the contrast varies from station to station. The

noise at 30-40 seconds is generally non-propagating and probably largely

has an atmospheric origin. It appears, very surprisingly, on the basis of a

small amount of data that horizontal and vertical noise at these longer

periods may be comparable in size. Data is lacking on the advantages of

going to depth with a long period seismometer.

Array_s_

New long period arrays with conventional instruments now exist

at Hagfors, Sweden; Yellowknife, Canada ; Gauribidanur, India; ALPA,

Alaska end NORSAR, Norway. The array at Hagfors is on the same site as

the short period array with arms of 40 km length. An experimental tripartite
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array exists at Yellowknife with arms lengths of 16 km . A similar triangular

array has just been installed at Gauribidanur. ALPA is now in operation

with an aperture of about 8C kilometres and NORSAR long period

instrumentation is just completed . There is little as yet to report in the

way of array capabilities for these arrays - the Hagfors array is probably

the nearest to producing full detection and discrimination statistics .

5 . Magnitude and yield determinations .

I have indicated above that the determination cf M and m, is a
j b

process that can run into difficulties and several recent pieces of work

have suggested a re-calibration of the surface wave magnitude formula for

distances 0° - 20°. Von Seggern (1971), Evernden (1971a) and Basham

(1971) have all proposed a magnitude which is approximately proportional

to log Û instead of 1.66 log A when determining magnitude in a formula

such as

M = log (A/T) + c log l\ + b
S

In addition, Basham and Marshall have made a systematic attempt

to use a refined surface wave magnitude scale in which path and source

depth corrections are made. The improvement that this makes to the
M :m, discriminant will be discussed in the section on discrimination.s b
Notably, they are able to plot events from all over the world on one

M : m, diagram .
S D

In a recent paper Evernden and Filson (1971) propose that surface

wave magnitude be used for yield determination. In light of the discussion

above it is clear that yield vs m, curves are prone to serious problems, and

as observed in SIPRI 1968 the curve dues not have a constant slope, as when

the explosion becomes comparable in dimension to a wave-length the

amplitude yield reiation declines from linearity. M vs yield curves do not
s

show this behaviour because the wave-lengths are 100 kilometres or so, so a

straight line is suitable for yields of 1 kiloton to several megatons. The

M vs yield curves however show the same dependence on medium that

m. vs, yield curves show, and it is necessary to divide events into similar
categories. The hard rock relationship seems to be = 1.3 log10 Y+ 1.5

The coefficient of 1.3 is difficult to explain theoretically, but the

observational fit is quite good .

6. Discrimination based on close-in observations .

We now consider the capability of seismological instrumentation
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for discriminating betwoen explosions on:! earthquakes whan tharj is no

restriction on the deployment of the instruments. The topic will be

discussed with reference to the Western United States . The iscsuo is an

important one for establishing whether conventional discriminent:; fail

as magnitude decree; sas .

There scorns to be no bre^kJ^wn f the 1VI :n, discriminent
s b

down to an m, of i .0 on the basis A dnta from Berkeley, Californieb
reported by Evern.len (1971b). This is however a test only against

earthquakes in a fairly small region (Nevada Test Site and Sante Barbara).

If one extends the region to be, say, the South Western United States

for which there are undoubtedly several different "types" of earthquake

the picture is less clear. Data of Basha.m (1969), Everndan (195S) and

Liebermann and Pomeroy (1S6S) all indicate a separation above m, 5.0

but between 4 and 5 the populations are net sufficiently separate to

warrant a statement that is 100% confident, although Basham's data

(which was considered by SIPRI 1S68) shows very clear separation to
m. . 5 .

Faced with a situation like this where separation down te m.

4 .0 is good but not perfect I can only express an opinion. I believe that

the difference between explosions and earthquakes in the Western United

States as shown by the relative excitation of surface and body waves

persists down to m, 1.0 for all events which have been studied up to the

present. This difference is not best demonstrated by our present

conventions for measuring surface wave magnitude but needs spectral

analysis and a somewhat more sophisticated discriminant.

Discriminants other than M :m, for the V'estern United states
s b

have been studied to a lesser degree but may well prove important.

P-wave spectra have been reported on by Bakun and Johnson (1871).

Observations of crustal phases from events in the vicinity of the Nevada

Test Site show a markedly higher frequency for explosions than earth-

quakes . The sample of earthquakes is small but separation is good down

to m. 3.2. The use of such short-period spectral discriminants may be

more important than has been appreciated. In large regions of the Earth

propagation of crustal and upper mantle phases such as P , P ,3 and

5 to distances in excess of 2,000 krns is surprisingly good.
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Rayleigh wave spectra from earthquakes and explosions have

not been published in sufficient quantity yet to make a firm evaluation.

As indicated above a joint analysis of short period magnitude and long

period spectra may well be an effective way of improving discrimination -

it is not yet clear whether analysis of the Rayleigh wave train by itself

would be an effective discriminant. Results from Lamontwith the Pom-

-eroy seismometer show that in the Western United States the answer

may be yes but the same discriminant may not be applicable in other

regions (Milrow in the Aleutians does not separate from earthquakes in

the Aleutians by the use of Rayleigh wave spectra).

7 . Discrimination by a global network

We now consider the deployed capability - the ability to

perform discrimination within the restraints of a network. At the

present it is still the detection of long period surface waves which

appears to control the capability of such a network, although the

detection of Rayleigh waves from earthquakes in some regions may be

better done than the detection of body waves . It is necessary to

appreciate that the capability of a network both for body waves and

surface waves may be very strongly dependent on a few crucial stations.

In particular short period array stations, able to locate events to within

200 km down to m. 4 .0, may render the network twice as powerful as it

was previously and at the same time make a large number of conventional

stations redundant for discrimination. On the other hand a few well-

-sited low noise locations for long period stations may bear the total

burden of Rayleigh wave detection.

We distinguish in this section between network capability

to discriminate between the given population with its restricted number

of test-sites (discussed first) and a theoretical population in which we

make no constraints on the location of test s i tes .

In a recent survey of Eurasian events, Basham and Marshall

placed the surface wave detection threshold at M 3 .2 for the
S

World-Wide Standard Network. They comment that they need a fuller

detection capability of P-waves from earthquakes in the range

mb 4 .0-4,7 to complete the study. They used all 19G9 earthquakes

reported by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey within the prescribed
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area. Down to M 3.2 they are still able to separate explosions and
S

earthquakes although there are signs that explosions in the Ural

Mountains region follow a somewhat different pattern, closer to the

earthquake population.

Let us convert this into a statement about discrimination.

An event in the Sino-Soviet region which was detected by body waves

could be said to be an earthquake or explosion if its M were 3.2 or above,
s

Nearly all earthquakes detected in this study by body waves had an

M of 3.2 or above and in fact there WPS no problem in identifying any
S

earthquake reported by USCGS, There was also no problem in identifying

explosions of body wave magnitude greater than 5 .2 . The problem at the

moment is the events with body wave magnitude less than 5.2 which

show no surface waves but are presumed to be explosions. We can only

offer evidence that they are poor generators of surface waves. If we

lower the body wave detection threshold (for instance with several arrays)

without lowering the surface-wave detection threshold, wo would soon

encounter earthquakes which had unde'cectable surface waves and at

some level, as yet undetermined, we would have both explosions and

earthquakes with undetectable surface waves for which discrimination

would be impossible. If we then lowered the surface wave threshold

(e.g. with Pomeroy instruments) explosions being still only at present

test sites, one of two things would happen. Either these events would

be discriminated or the population;- wonid be seen to merge and a limit

would have hoen reached , On the basis ot experience in the Western

United States, the latter appears unlikely, at least to the predicted

level down to which the Pomeroy seismometers will take the threshold.

I have deliberately cast this statement in a different form from

that adopted in SIPRI 1968, and although it is longer and less digestible,

it i s , I believe, an improvement. It moves e.way from the idea of a body

wave magnitude threshold to that of a surface wave magnitude threshold

and thus includes a positive statement about smaller earthquakes.

Professor Miyamura wishes to dissent from a move towards surface

wave magnitudes, as he believes that the changing of scales may only

confuse those who have to interpret our results.
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Many people have incorrectly assumed that such earthquakes

had to be considered as equally unidentified as explosions below the

body wave threshold. This is not so and the new form drastically reduces

the number of unclassifiable events every year. In the study of

Basham and Marshall no reported earthquakes in 1969 could not be

classified - only some of the presumed explosions below a threshold

equivalent to approximately 2Û kilotons in hard rock.

The use of short period P-wavos for discrimination has been

directed mainly at two concepts - complexity and spectral ratio.

Complexity of seismic events can at best be a diagnostic aid, but the

power of it even as that was brought into question following explosions

in Novaya Zemlya which appeared as very complex events at some

stations (SIPRI 1968). In a recent study (Davies 1971) the basis for a

difference in complexity from station to station is established in terms

of the Upper Mantle beneath Novaya Zemlya. This then allows us to

adopt a network approach to complexity and handle only the least com-

-plex waveform within the network, which restores some of the value of

complexity. Unfortunately a minimum complexity approach will also

permit more short duration earthquakes into the low complexity

category than were previously considered. As yet there are no

figures for a network minimum complexity appraoch to a large

population but a survey c 1 Yellowknife signals from Eurasian events has

shown that 90% of explosions can be separated from 90% of earthquakes

by complexity. The power of "complexity" will probably continue to

reside in its ability to discard earthquakes for which M :m.

discrimination either fails or has too high a threshold.

The demonstrably higher frequency content of short period

P-waves from explosions mentioned in connection with close-in

discrimination has also proved valuable in teleseismic discrimination.

Lacoss (1969) demonstrated that if a spectral ratio were formed with

LAS& data, a good separation between earthquakes and explosions

persisted to an m. of less than 5.0. About 5% of Eurasian events were

misidentified by the spectral ratio test .

Further work has been done on short period spectral

discriminants by Weichert (1971), Miyamura (1971) and Varghese.
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As would be expected in light of our remarks earlier about variable

Q properties in the Upper Mantle, a spectral discriminant is rather

strongly dependent on region, Both explosions in tectonic regions

and earthquakes in relatively non-tectonic regions are prone to fail

a simple spectral discriminant test . The usefulness of such a test

depends strongly on sufficient understanding of the geological/geophysical

conditions that prevail beneath the event being studied. It is a matter

of some importance to establish the extent to which genuine spectral

differences are overprinted by variations in Q in the Upper Mantle.

Shear phases such as S and Love waves still figure very

little in discrimination literature. It is demonstrable that on the whole

explosions are much less rich in S and Love waves than are earthquakes.

There are howevar two obstacles to using this in discrimination. The

first is that a few explosions generate very substantial shear phases,

presumably because of the release of pre-existing stress. The second

is that in general the amplitude of S and Love waves from earthquakes

is no greater than that of Rayleigh waves, so there does not appear to

be any impact on the threshold of studying these phases.

It has recently been proposed that the M :m discriminant

which is known to be successful for surface waves of 20 second period

will do even better if the 40 second Rayleigh wave is used. Several

factors need to be taken into account. Use of 40 second signal in

general means that the noise background will be smaller by a factor

of from 2 to 10, being strongly site-dependent. Rayleigh-waves from

explosions at periods of 40 seconds tend to be similar factors lower than

Rayleigh waves at 30 seconds, so the detection threshold for explosions

may be raised or lowered if we consider 40 second surface waves.

On the other hand, for earthquakes the Rayleigh waves at 40 seconds

are (as already mentioned) frequently of comparable amplitude with

those at 20 seconds, so there will usually be a lowering of the

detection threshold for earthquakes. The two populations will be

better separated since in general excitation of 40 second waves is even

less efficient by explosions than excitation of 20 second waves . In

sum, a 40 second discriminant is probably better in the amount of

separation it places between explosions and earthquakes, better in

detecting more earthquakes but does not necessarily have a lower, and
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may even have a higher, detection threshold for explosions.

Projections into the near future are possible, even if they

have to be surrounded with cautions. It seems likely that the improvements

in surface wave detection capability that will be brought about by new

long period seismometers and arrays will lower the surface wave

detection threshold to about M 2.8 for some parts of the northern
s

hemisphere. Improvements in body wave detection capabilities should

result in the detection of up to twice as many events in the body wave

magnitude range m, 4.0 to 4 .5 as are reported at present by the USCGS.

It is my estimate that in Iwo years we shall be able to identify all

explosions at present test sites with a yield of 10 kilotons or mere in

hard rock, that we shall be able to identify all but a very few (less than

ten) earthquakes that we detect in selected areas and we shall have

the lack of a Rayleigh wave as a diagnostic aid for explosions with a

yield of less than 10 kt in hard rock.

We must also consider the possibility of explosions being

fired at new test s i tes . Here we can only rely on theoretical

calculations,

Two recent documents are very important for a discussion of the

theoretical capability of networks. Basham and Witham (1970} published

a detailed analysis of the capability of an existing global network of

stations declared available for international data exchange. The report

is long and in some respects covers the same ground as this report, and

I only reproduce some of the major conclusions. The authors stress that

they are taking a conservative approach and it is important to realize

that they are making statements intended to describe capabilities for

monitoring large areas of the globe - such as the northern hemisphere.

In specific regions, ad hoc methods can greatly improve discrimination.

This explains why results based on observations of actual explosions and

earthquakes give a somewhat different picture.

They conclude that the P-wave detection capability for currently

operating instruments is m .4 .5 or lower everywhere in the northern
b

hemisphere - that i s , 4 or more stations will detect P-waves 90% of the
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time from events of this magnitude.

The Rayleigh wave detection capability under the same criteria is

M 4 .0 or less for almost all of the northern hemisphere.
S

They comment that this figure may be reduced by about 0.3 with

the application of special processing schemes. These schemes rely on

digital tape being available, and Basham and Whitham also point out that

even conventional stations with tape recording facilities and thus a

greater scope for filtering on replay can register substantial improvements

in detection capability of 20 second surface waves. They then conclude

that within their conservative framework the network will identify 60

kiloton or greater explosions in hard rock at any place in the northern

hemisphere. Relaxation ot the 4 station detection criterion to, say, 3

for Rayleigh waves (which are the constraint on this network) could

probably gain a small factor of improved capability - at best a reduction

in the discriminable yield by a factor of less than two (my estimate, not

theirs). Of course the detection at only one station of a surface wave of

sufficient size to put the event into the earthquake category is adequate

to classify an event as an earthquake - it is the positive identification

of explosions which requires good azimuthal coverage.

A further network paper of importance considers an improved

network in which instrumentation is substantially upgraded. The paper

was submitted by the United Kingdom to the Geneva Conference (CCD

296, July 28, 1970). It deals with the detection capability of a selected

network of 26 stations. In addition to the present array station (U.K. and

U.S.) 19 new arrays of U.K. type are envisaged. Together with the

short period constituent, 16 long period high gain (100,000) instruments

are included in each array. Sophisticated array processing techniques

are assumed. It is found that the detection threshold for body waves

is 4.0 or less for most of the northern hemisphere. Surface waves are

detected down to at least an M of 2.8 for the same regions.
S

There is little to add to SIPRI 1968 on the question of location

except that if anything confidence in the accuracy of locations by
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standard methods has declined. Heterogeneity in the upper mantle, whether

of regional or local scale, impairs location in a way that is difficult to

predict. A conservative estimate is that an epicentre in a region which

has not been calibrated with a well located event beforehand may be in

error by up to 30 km .

It is very difficult to give figures for the accuracy of focal

depths. Whilst it is true that with standard travel time tables the depth

of near surface events may be miscalculated by up to 50 km, it is

nevertheless also true that checks between depths determined in this way

and depths from phases such as pP rarely show this degree of divergence.

The phase pP, if it can be identified for sure, or sometimes later phases

such as pPcP are powerful means of contraining the depth. So too is the

spectrum of Rayleigh or Love waves, provided they can be detected

adequately at sufficient stations .

8. Obstacles to Discrimination

We have already noted many factors in seismology which make

discrimination more difficult - particularly at low magnitudes.

Heterogeneity, high attenuation, variability of earthquake type all fall

into this category, but up to the present have not caused us seriously to

call in question the M :m, discriminant. There remain, however, actions
s b

which distort the excitation of seismic waves or confuse the detection

process. The simplest of these is firing in a medium which is less

compacted than hard rock. SIPRI 1968 considered this in some detail, and

the conclusions remain unchanged - that firing in softer rocks such as

the volcanic tuffs of Nevada reduces the seismic excitation both of

body waves and surface waves. Typically the apparent yield of an event

is reduced by a factor of 2 or so - an event of about 20 kilotons in tuff

looks seismologically like an event of 10 kilotons in hard rock.

A more porous rock such as alluvium can reduce the apparent yield

by up to a factor of 10, but the size of explosion that can be fired in

alluvium is strictly limited by the thickness of alluvium that can be found

on the Earth's surface. As far as is known very few explosions of yield

greater than 20 kilotons have been fired in alluvium - to take advantage

of the propertias of alluvium it is necessary to have as much of the

material below the shot point as above i t .
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The ultimate distortion of the magnitude/yield relationship comes

with the firing of explosions in large holes. Nothing has happened

since 1968 to modify the comments in the first report.

Evasion techniques involving the firing of an explosion during

a very large earthquake or firing a sequence of explosions to mimic

an earthquake do not, unlike big hole decoupling, reduce the seismic

signal to below the global detection threshold, and to this extent

such a technique is a greater risk as there is at least a signal, however

confused, for examination. What chances do we have of detecting a

signal buried in the coda of an earthquake ? With a large array there is

a good possibility if adequate computational power is available. Davies,

Filson and Kelly (1971) show that an m. 4 .2 event in the tail of an m.
D a

6 event is located accurately using IASA - there is still a need for study

of bigger earthquakes however. Detection of the surface wave is a

different matter. Recent results on array capabilities with surface waves

(Capon, 1970) show it to be possible to detect surface waves in an

interfering event whose surface waves are several times larger, but the

problem is that the Rayleigh waves from explosions are already many times

smaller than those of an earthquake of the same body wave magnitude.

There seems at present no counterevas'--n technique if the earthquake

is sufficiently large.

Firing of a sequence of shots makes the P waveform look complex

like an earthquake and distorts the M :m. relationship if the size of

explosions is steadily increased; since the body wave magnitude as

conventionally measured will apply to the first and smallest explosion, the

surface magnitude will be at least that of the largest explosion. A

spectral approach both to short-period and long-period signal may prove

successful in identifying the event. Another prospect, much simpler, is

to define a body wave magnitude in which the largest signal in the first

30 seconds rather than the first five is considered. This should take

account of a larger later explosion.

It is known that tectonic stress is released by some explosions

and thus that they appear to be nearer to earthquakes in their

character. However tectonic stress has never yet been a discrimination

problem.

~J



9. Summary

The discriminant based on the relative excitation of surface waves

and body waves by earthquakes and explosions has continued to be the

most successful means of identifying events . Explosions are found to

generate significantly less surface waves than earthquakes for a given

excitation of body waves.

Using this technique, we may make three distinct statements

about seismic discrimination capability on a global basis.

(i) With the currently deployed instruments we can identify as

such almost every earthquake in Eurasia that is reported by a

standard agency (United States Coast and Geodetic Survey).

We can also identify as such explosions from known test sites

if they are equivalent to an explosion with a yield of 20 kilotons

or more in hard rock,

(ii) Major instrumental developments now being applied in new

deployment of instruments is likely to lower this explosion

threshold tc 10 kilotons in hard rock in the next two years,

(iii) Looking further ahead, results from studies of explosions

and earthquakes in the Western United States indicate that a lower

threshold should be attainable everywhere. There are sufficient

differences between explosions and earthquakes that explosions

with yields as low as 2 kilotons in hard rock can probably be

identified with improved definitions of discrimination paramètres.

This result, while valid for the Western U.S . , needs verficaüon

for other regions . If verification is obtained, the establishment

of this capability on a global basis will require substantial

investment in an improved network.

The only events which at present cannot be effectively discriminated

by the body-wave/surface-wave discriminant are explosions of less than

20 kilotons in hard rock and earthquakes that generate anomalously low

surface waves. A recent Canadian study indicates that the number of



earthquake? falling into the latter category is very small. Thus the lack

of a surface wave for small explosions can be a valuable aid to

discrimination.

The above figures are all based on experience with explosions

at existing test sites . Theoretical predictions of discriminative capability

can be made for explosions sited at any other location. They show that

there are at present regions in which explosions of somewhat larger yield

could be fired and not be identified. Improved instrumentation will lower

this threshold too.

Other discriminants based on spectral differences between

explosions and earthquakes have as yet only proved of limited value.

The reasons for discrimination are still not perfectly understood,

but it is suggested that the nature of the long term displacement at the

focus of an event controls the marked differences in excitation of surface

and body waves. There is still a need for more detailed work on the

nature of the seismic source and radiation from its vicinity.

At low yields discrimination becomes prey to variability in

properties of the Earth both near the source and along the propagation

path. As yet these have not produced an insurmountable obstacle to

discrimination.

Modest instrumentation changes such as recording conventional

instruments on magnetic tape may significantly improve surface wave

detection capability.

Firing an explosion in softer rock can raise the yield threshold

for discrimination. It is also possible to pursue techniques to conceal

explosions - an inadequate amount of data, exists for a full evaluation of

some of these techniques and appropriate counter-measures.
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